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Products and Services
AbaDatatm
We made AbaDatatm an accurate and user-friendly oil and gas mapping software tool; companies like yours made it one of the most popular in the industry.
AbaDatatm provides instant access to oilfield information, graphically displaying oilfield facility locations and associated data in Alberta, B.C. and Saskatchewan.
Because the software is Web-based, subscribers can log in anywhere they have Internet access, and the updating process for the user is download-free and seamless.
Information layers include ERCB pipelines and wells, wellsite survey plans, Crown land dispositions, registered survey plan boundaries, county maps, AGRASID soil data, ERCB spills and
complaints and much more. Refer to the
data set list for a complete overview.
AbaData reports easily transfer to Microsoft
Excel.
Aerial and satellite photos are available.
All information is easily printed.
Information is updated often, and user feedback is routinely implemented.

AbaData LITEtm
If you don’t always have access to the Internet, AbaData LITEtm gives you the same
ease-of-use as AbaDatatm, but comes in
CD-ROM. Just download AbaData LITEtm
onto your laptop and use it anywhere in
the field.
Easy-to-navigate map allows you to view
wells, high-and-low-pressure pipelines,
and registered ROWs.
GPS function lets you track roads and
locate pipelines and wells.
Data is kept current through information
updates sent to you monthly on CD-ROM.

AbaData GPStm
Get current, reliable industry mapping in a transportable waterproof GPS package.
AbaData GPStm is a unique product in the oilfield
mapping industry, with critical mapping information, including wells, pipelines, pipeline right-ofways, the township grid and roads, loaded into a
handheld GPS, a mainstay for mapping enthusiasts
world wide.
Subscribing to AbaData GPStm gives you the ability
to accurately locate facilities in the field, like pipeline
right-of-ways and buried wellheads with a Garmin
high-sensitivity GPS receiver.
Your mapping data is updated monthly through
discs sent to you that keep you current on rapid
changes in the industry.
AbaData GPStm is available on a Garmin Oregon 450 that features:
Rugged touch screen
Improved display quality
Built-in world basemap
Wireless data transfer between units

Direction Map
Direction Map gives you instant directions, whether by LSD, municipality or GPS coordinates,
to any jobsite in Alberta or Saskatchewan. You can then measure distances on the map, access aerial and satellite imagery, and save or print maps for distribution to your drivers.

Oilfield Atlas
This is the only atlas you’ll ever need. With
more than 100 laminated pages, this bound,
durable atlas contains detailed Alberta maps,
complete gas plant listings with page references and truck route maps for all major
centers. Contact us to learn about updating
options.

Dedicated Mapping
We offer a range of customized services. We
regularly distribute much of our data through
large-format wall maps, mapping booklets
and road maps. Because information is always
changing and mapping is being updated constantly, the Abacus Dedicated Mapping link
allows our customers to view their mapping
through this convenient web-based interface.
With a Dedicated Mapping username and
password, you can see the most up-to-date
version of your Abacus map.

Equipment Management
If you work for an E&P company, your organization may have equipment scattered across
multiple fields in Alberta, or even Western
Canada. Facilities with tanks, vessels or pressure safety valves that require regular inspection and maintenance. Equipment that may
have recently been sold or re-acquired.
Now, you can log in to AbaDatatm and instantly see your facilities on the map screen.
And on top of that, you can access and
maintain your own equipment database and
inspection schedule.

AbaDatatm Equipment Management allows you to:
Keep track of inspection and compliance issues.
Instantly see which vessels and valves are in place at given facilities.
Assign tasks where work is required.
Determine which users have the ability to add or alter equipment data.
Interested? Contact us to schedule a demonstration for your office, and try Equipment Management for free.

Pipeline Signs
Maintaining compliance with pipeline warning sign regulations can be an onerous task -- the
number of road, trail, railway or water-crossings can add up along the length of any pipeline.
Add the responsibility for sign maintenance and relocation and it becomes easier to see why
many Alberta companies fall short of compliance.

We can make it easier.
Our pipeline sign projects are genuinely full-service, and include:
Design and manufacture with your company logo.
Area audit to determine crossing locations.
Sign installation, using a low-impact hydrodig system where possible.
Alberta One-Call notification where required.
Crossing locations plotted on physical maps or on AbaData. AbaData information includes
water crossing inspection forms, sign images and verification dates.
Contact us to discuss the details.

